are necessary to excite structures in different cells or with a mean amplitude of 4.4 Ϯ 0.3 mV. They had a steep slope of 20 Ϯ 2 mV/ms in their rising phase (20%-80% rise time: 0.27 Ϯ 0.1 ms; range 0.1-0.45 ms) and a duration of 3.9 Ϯ 0.3 ms at half amplitude. Spikelet potentials were abolished by the Na ϩ channel blocker tetrodotoxin (Ͼ95% reduction; n ϭ 14; data not shown). In 10 cells, we observed a graded increase in the size of the spikelet amplitude in a stepwise fashion (1.8 Ϯ 0.3 "steps"; range: 1-3) (Figure 1b 2 ), associated with an increase in stimulus strength. We also noticed in four cells a "notch" in the rising phase of the spikelet (data not shown). Importantly, in another set of experiments, we tested if antidromically evoked spikelets could follow high-frequency stimulation. As shown in Figure 1c for 200 Hz stimulation, spikelets faithfully follow very fast stimulation frequencies (tested up to 500 Hz; n ϭ 6), whereas full antidromic action potentials could not follow such fast frequencies. The ability of spikelets to follow high-frequency stimulation, 1:1, makes it unlikely are needed for the active antidromic propagation of the olone also significantly reduced the spikelet slope from 26 Ϯ 6 mV/ms to 12 Ϯ 3 mV/ms (p Ͻ 0.002). In addition, potential from the axon to the soma of the recorded neuron. If this were the case, hyperpolarizing the soma carbenoxolone reduced the spikelet amplitude in dentate gyrus granule cells in four out of four neurons by and the proximal axon via the patch pipette should block the spikelet. Indeed, hyperpolarizing the cell by 15-25 55% Ϯ 10%. The reduction of both spikelet amplitude and spikelet slope is predicted by computer simulations mV consistently abolished spikelet invasion in an all-ornone fashion (n ϭ 12) (Figure 1b 2 ) . Given that the putative coupling site is not at the soma (see below), these data are consistent with active conduction of the spikelet and do not necessarily imply any voltage dependence of the junctional conductance itself. Additional lines of evidence supporting the participation of voltage-gated Na ϩ channels in spikelet propagation were as follows: sequential recordings of the same neuron with and without the sodium channel blocker QX314 (5 mM) in the intracellular solution suppressed the spikelet amplitude immediately after "breaking" into the neuron by 89% Ϯ 5% (n ϭ 5) (Figure 3b) . Control experiments showed that spikelet amplitudes remained unaffected when the same cell was recorded twice with the standard solution (n ϭ 4) (Figure 3a) . Involvement of fast Na ϩ channels in spikelet propagation also suggests that spikelets might be reduced in amplitude at resting membrane potential due to the inactivation of some of these channels. Therefore, we injected a 200 ms hyperpolarizing current pulse prior (see above). Therefore, it appears extremely unlikely that carbenoxolone reduces spikelet amplitude via a nonspecific effect on axonal membranes.
‫1.0ف‬ m/s at 18ЊC. Moreover, simultaneous recordings from the soma and the apical dendrite of the same cell (95 Ϯ 15 m interelectrode distance; n ϭ 3) showed that Spikelets Propagate Antidromically To determine whether spikelets occur in the axon prior the antidromically evoked spikelet occurred at the soma before it could be detected at the dendrite. In Figure  to invading the soma, we recorded simultaneously from the soma and either the axon hillock or axon initial seg6b, a representative example is shown. Note, also, that the dendritic spikelet potential is slower and smaller ment of CA1 pyramidal cells, using high-resistance patch pipettes (see Experimental Procedures). Recordings than the spikelet potential at the soma (Figure 6b) . Thus, observation of the spikelet in the proximal axon, were made in whole-cell mode at 18ЊC to reduce the axonal propagation velocity. Distances between the two prior to its occurrence in the soma of the same neuron, would appear to rule out the possibility that spikelet recording sites were 15-30 m (mean: 19 Ϯ 4 m). In four out of six such double-patch recordings, remote generation in principal hippocampal neurons depends on gap junctions located between somata, between electrical stimulation induced antidromic spikelets. In all of these cells, spikelets traversed the axon before dendrites, or between soma and dendrite of neuronal pairs. Gap junctions of the latter sort would be expected invading the soma. The mean latency between the axonal and somatic spikelet was 180 Ϯ 50 s (Figure 6a) .
to generate a coupling potential in the soma before the axon, and, contrary to our data, if the gap junction were Therefore, the proximal axonal conduction velocity was coupling between CA1 pyramidal neurons. were "broken into" to record in whole-cell mode and to check for dye coupling. Importantly, interleaved control experiments, in which the neurons were recorded in Discussion cell-attached configuration for the duration of the entire experiment, never showed dye coupling. In addition, the Proposed Mechanism of Electrical Coupling injected neuron was recorded while the image was taken Our experimental data support the scenario outlined in to confirm stability of control parameters (membrane Figure 8a : some pairs of pyramidal neurons are electripotential, input resistance, and, in some instances, accally coupled at a site not far from the axon initial segtion potential shape). We found dye-coupled cells on ment. Stimulation of an axon can lead to either an anti-28 out of 64 occasions and noticed, in most cases (n ϭ dromic spike or a partial spike (10-25 mV) in the soma 18), that cell somata were clearly separated, thereby of the parent neuron, depending on voltage-gated and excluding a soma-to-soma coupling. In most of the resynaptic conductances in the neuron. Experimentally, cordings, we could not resolve the membrane compartwe also noticed, in the soma of five neurons, the occurments through which the dye was transferred, mainly rence of partial spikes after antidromic stimulation (data due to spatial and time resolution limitations. However, not shown). Additionally, depending on these conduc- Figure 7 shows a clear example of time-lapsed setances and the resistance of the gap junction, a full spike quences where dye filling of the secondarily filled soma traversing the gap junction in one axon (e.g., cell one in occurs via a cell process that could be identified with Figure 8a ) may either appear as a full spike or as a partial post hoc analysis as the axon of the coupled neuron, spike in the coupled axon of cell two (Figure 8a ). In the which was devoid of spines and gave rise to thin caliber case of a partial spike, its amplitude and rate of rise at axon collaterals on its course toward the alveus. Morethe postjunctional axonal site will depend on the resisover, high-resolution images also demonstrate that both tance of the gap junction (Figure 8b) . Finally, the action dye-coupled types of neurones had a pyramidal-like potential or partial spike at the postjunctional site propadendritic tree, as well as characteristic spines on their gates-possibly decrementally-to the soma of cell two, dendrites. The example in Figure 7 is representative either resulting in an antidromic action potential or, alterfor n ϭ 4. In those four examples, the axonal coupling natively, with an axonal partial spike inducing a somatic distance from the soma was on average 89 Ϯ 11 m (range 65-117 m).
spikelet (Figure 8c ). 
Possible Functional Roles of Axo-Axonal Gap Junctions
Based on a combination of physiological and anatomical evidence, we suggest that fast prepotentials, or spikelets, can be caused by axo-axonal electrical coupling via gap junctions. This proposed mechanism of neuronal interaction provides the basis for an extremely fast communication mechanism. The existence of axo-axonal electric coupling potentials and recent evidence for 
